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Summary:

Shear wave seismic data have been playing important role
in petroleum exploration. Difficulties in deployment of
shear wave sources have constrained the explorationists to
depend more on converted wave exploration.
To explore the feasibility and to understand the behavior of
shear wave generated in weathered/ Sub weathered zone,
the idea of 3-Component (3C) Uphole was conceived in
Cambay Basin, ONGC using explosive as source in 2008
by deploying three component digital sensors
(SVSM).Different 3C uphole layouts were used for
recording shear wave and estimation of its velocity.
3C Uphole surveys were carried out in Padra,
Gandhar,Kaloland Mehsana fields of Cambay Basin using
star and orthogonal layouts. The S- Component data were
plotted at different offsets and it was found shear wave
energy is better at few offsets in Kalol and Mehsanaareas.
S-Wave velocity was estimated using first breaks. 3C
Upholes were carried out in a regular grid of approximately
1 km X 1 km. Inline and Cross line near surface models
were prepared. S-Wave statics were calculated based on S-
Wave near surface velocity model in Kalol area for the
field season 2013-14. Statics was applied on S-wave data.
Improvement was observed in PS stack section after
applying shear wave statics.

1. Introduction

Shear wave seismic data have been playing important role
in petroleum exploration. Difficulties in deployment of
shear wave sources have constrained the explorationists to
depend more on converted wave exploration. In this
method traditional explosives energy source is used and
Shear wave generated due to mode conversion of
longitudinal waves generated at various interfaces are
recoded and analyzed. The total wave field is recorded at
each receiver location simultaneously through three
mutually orthogonal analog or MEMS based digital sensors
which record signal along three directions i.e., X, Y, Z
corresponding to converted shear waves and Vertical (P-
wave).
Since the ray-paths include P-Wave as well as Shear waves,
the mode converted data is processed by Common
Conversion Point (CCP) binning rather than Common Mid
Point Binning (CMP) as shown in Fig 1.

Fig 1 CMP and CCP for PS Survey

In P-wave land seismic data acquisition Uphole surveys
were carried out using explosive as source in grid of
approximately 1 km X 1 km for estimation of near surface
P-Wave velocity.The velocity thus arrived were used in
identification of high velocity layer in sub weathering zone
and estimation of P-wave shot and receiver statics.With the
acquisition of 3D3C land data, the challenge of shear wave
static calculation during processing of data was overcome
by using indirect methods. To calculate shear wave statics
in field effort was made to record and identify first breaks
of shear wave for calculation of statics using 3C uphole
data. The change was made from one component (vertical)
sensor to three componentsensor to record shear wave.
Shear wave velocity is lower than P-wave velocity and
therefore a small variations in elevation and near surface
weathering velocity exhibits large static shift in seismic
section.
3C Upholesurvey has paved a path for estimation of shear
wave static in a method similar to P-Wave static
calculation.

2.Methodology

2.1. Planning of Upholes

Upholeswere planned in a regular grid and were drilled at
an interval which is a multiple of shot line interval (SLI) to
have better controlforstaticcomputation in Kalol area.
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Fig 2Uphole survey plan for Kalol area

2.2Field Layout

In the Field Season 2008-09, eight arms star pattern with
Uphole at center (Fig 3a) was used torecord and identify
shear waves along different direction and anisotropy. Later
on it was found that an orthogonal layout with 4 arms was
better to record shear waves and estimate its velocity. The
orthogonal layouts used in field seasons2013-14 and 2014-
15 in Cambay basin are shown in Fig 3b & Fig 3c

Fig 3a 8 arm Star LayoutFig 3b Orthogonal Layout

Fig 3c Orthogonal Layout

The orthogonal layout shown in Fig 3b was used in Kalol
area in field seasons 2012-13 and 2013-14. The layout
consists two receiver lines L1 and L2 laid perpendicular to
each other with uphole at center. Each receiver line has 64
sensors (SVSM) kept at varying group interval(Fig 3b). In
field season 2014-15,thirty sensors were placed with a
constant group interval of 3m.
The both lines sensors were oriented such that x
components are parallel and Y components are orthogonal
to seismic receiver line. Detonators were used as source
which were placed at depthfrom 1m to 60m at an interval
of 1 m.

3. Analysis of S-Wave data

All the 3C Upholes were recorded with 1ms sample
interval.Analysis was done with Y component of S-Wave
on field season 2013-14 and 2014-15 data sets and it was
found that Y component of Shear wave energy exhibits
prominently at an offset of 9 to 12 m(Fig 4).

Fig 4T-D plots of S wave (Y component) at various
offsetof field season 2013-14&2014-15
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Fig 5 T-D plots of Shear wave (X & Y components)

As mentioned earlier X component is parallel and Y-
component is perpendicular to receiver line, it was
observed that X component exhibits prominently inline
direction (L1L & L1H) with opposite polarity on either side
from uphole point. Similarly Y-component become
prominent perpendicular to receiver line direction (L2L &
L2H) with opposite polarity.
To estimate shear wave velocity, the data of SVSM at an
offset of 12m was utilized in field season 2013-14. The P
and Shear wave Y componentVelocity-Depth plot is shown
in Fig6.

Fig 6 P & Shear wave (Y component) Velocity-Depth plot

Inline and crossline velocity models were prepared using
first break picks of shear wave Y component. An inline
near surface velocity model of Shear wave Y-component in
Kalol area is shown in Fig 7.

4: Processing: At RCC efforts were made for ground roll
attenuation, De-noising, Velocity picking at close grid
interval, Variable dip handling and 3D regularization
before migration and high frequency processing.The
improvements in data quality with respect to old data is
given in Fig. 17.

Fig 7 Inline near surface velocity model of Shear wave (Y-
component) in Kalol area (field season 2013-14)

4. Results and Discussion

The shear wave events were identified from 3C uphole
surveys. At some places they may be masked by Rayleigh
waves. Rayleigh wave’s velocity is nearly same as that of
shear wave. Therefore the estimation of shear wave
velocity may not change much.
Lash C.C., 1985 and S. E. Guevara et. al., 2013 observed
that shear waves may be generated from explosive source.
This hypothesis requires further field testing.
In line and cross line S-wave near surface velocity models
were put together in a grid and a 3D velocity model was
generated.
S-wave statics were calculated based on S-wave near
surface 3D velocity model. The calculated statics was
applied on shear wave data. An improvement was observed
in stack section (Fig 8a and 8b).

Fig 8a PS Stack section after applying conventional statics
(courtesy RCC, ONGC, Vadodara, India)
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Fig 8bPS Stack section after applying 3C uphole shear
statics (courtesy RCC, ONGC, Vadodara, India)

5. Conclusion

The 3C Upholelayout and the recorded data from field
season 2008-09 to 2014-15 was studied and analyzed. Over
the years the improvement was brought in Uphole lay out
design by reducing number of channels without
compromising the 3C data quality.
The S wave first breaks were identified on the raw records
and the T-D plot was generated.
The inline and cross line near surface S wave velocity
models were generated in the field.
Application of shear wave statics generated from 3C uphole
data have improved the PS seismic section.
In different areas it was found that S wave data required for
velocity estimation is good at 6 m to 12 m offset.
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